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Your band, in their pocket

Quote Sheet
!
“The great thing about BandApp is it puts everything in one place and just a click away, in the palm of your
hand. All the info I need about my favourite bands is right there in my pocket, and best of all, its free to fans!.”

Sean Smith/ The Blackout

!
“Myspace is dying, Facebook is full if the people from school you hated and no-one on Twitter cares what your
drummer had for breakfast. Seriously, if you want to get your band out there then BandApp is the way forward!”

Daniel P Carter/ BBC Radio One Rock Show

!

“The shit!, this is the new mobile Myspace!”

Evil Jared/ The Bloodhound Gang

!

“Huge!, everything a band needs. I can see every band having a BandApp by this time next year”

Iain Baker/ NME Radio
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Screen Shots.

Screen shots of BandApp ʻBackstageʼ CMS.
From here, users can monitor music sales, and
payments, sales patterns and data.

Screen shots of BandApp Website.
Signup, log in and start building your app

Loading Screen

Screen shots of BandApp Creation Page.
10 simple steps to create your BandApp.

Screen Grabs

Screen shots of The Blackout BandApp. The end product, and free to fans.

Screen shots of BandApp ʻHomeʼ app.
If the BandApp logo on any BandApp loading screen is pressed,
users will be taken to our own BandApp home app.
Here users can find featured BandApps and staff picks etc, plus the
BandApp Top 40 chart.
Users can also search the entire BandApp world, find the band they
are looking for, and open the bandʼs BandApp instantly onto their
phone, making BandApp the ultimate, mobile discovery tool.
Users can also stream, rate and purchase music directly from this
screen.
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